In this paper, we present a set of sequence pairs which produce zero correlation windows not only in the middle part of the sum of aperiodic correlation functions, but also in the two terminal parts. We name it "Ear Windows." In approximately synchronous CDMA communication system, this set of sequences is able to completely remove the inter-symbol interference (ISI) and multi-user interference (MUI) caused by the multipath effect if the maximum delay is shorter than the length of the "Ear windows." In addition, it is also feasible in M-ary modulation. The intercode interference will be mitigated drastically.
Introduction
It is well known that the auto-correlation function and crosscorrelation function are contradictions when we concentrate on a certain sequence set. We can not remove the sidelobes both in auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions completely and simultaneously [1] . The complementary sequences that originated from Golay sequence pairs use more than one sequence for one user. The behavior of the sum of auto-correlation and cross-correlation is perfect, but the number of users is limited by the number of sequences for one user [2] , [3] . Recently, the sequences with Zero Correlation Zone (ZCZ) attract a widely attention due to the perfect capability in mitigating the multi-user interference [4] . However, the ZCZ in periodic correlation functions can not get rid of inter-symbol (or inter-frame) interference and inter-user interference completely without extra guard intervals because of its mathematical fundamental [5] , [6] . In this paper, we present a new set of sequences, which have Zero Correlation Zone (ZCZ) not only in the middle part of the sum of the aperiodic auto-correlation and cross-correlation functions, but also in the two terminal parts (Totally three ZCZ windows). Since the two ZCZ windows in terminal parts are quite like man's ears, we call them Ear ZCZ (E ZCZ ) windows. It will be shown in this paper that with the ZCZ and Ear ZCZ windows in the sum of aperiodic correlation functions, the inter-symbol interference and inter-user interference will be completely removed if the maximum delay is less than the length of Ear ZCZ window. The paper will be organized as follows: In Sect. 2, we give the definition of the ZCZ and Ear ZCZ windows in aperiodic correlation functions. Then, we give one algorithm to construct this kind of sequences in Sect. 3 and show some applications in wireless communications in Sect. 4. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Sect. 5.
Ear ZCZ Windows
Although it is impossible to find a set of sequences with ideal impulsive auto-correlation functions and ideal zero cross-correlation functions, it is really possible to construct a set of sequence pairs with the E ZCZ windows in the sum of aperiodic auto-correlation function (ACF) and crosscorrelation function (CCF). In Fig. 1, (a) gives the ordinary aperiodic ACF and CCF;(b) presents the aperiodic ACF and CCF which have zero correlation zone (ZCZ) [4] ;(c) shows the E ZCZ window in the sum of aperiodic ACF and CCF of sequence pair;(d) illustrates the situation that E ZCZ N/2, N is the length of sequences. In this case, the sequence pair actually degrades into a Golay complementary sequence pair. Now, we give the formal definition of Ear ZCZ win- Without loss of generality, we call them SACF and SCCF when r = s and r s respectively. As illustrated in Fig. 1(c) , there are ZCZ windows both in the middle part and in the terminal part of SACF and SCCF. We name the ZCZ windows as E AL /E CL (left ear windows) in the left side and E AR /E CR (right ear windows) in the right side for SACF and SCCF correspondingly. The ZCZ windows in the middle are Z ACZ and Z CCZ which are consistent with Fig. 1(b) . Finally, we define the length of the Ear Window E ZCZ as
Construction of the Set of Sequence Pairs with Ear ZCZ Windows
In this paper, we only discuss binary sequences that have the elements of 1 or −1. In general speaking, the SACF and SCCF are not symmetric and
In simplicity, we just consider the situation that
First, we build up a "Generator Matrix" which plays a very important role in the whole construction. Then we partition this matrix and deduce out the required sequences.
Algorithm to Construct the Generator Matrix
At first, we have to construct complementary pair as seed of our Generator Matrix. Let
With the m iterations, the complementary pair (S (m)
S denotes reversing the order of the elements of S, −S denotes negating the sequence S, "S 1 • S 2 " denotes concatenating the sequence S 1 and S 2 .
Define the seed of Generator Matrix as
After the n iterations below, we get the Generator Matrix ∆ (n) :
where −∆ denotes negating all the elements in matrix ∆ and ∆ 1 • ∆ 2 forms a new matrix whose elements are the concatenation of the corresponding element in ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 . Actually, this iteration is the same way to produce a complementary sequence set [7] . Equation (8) just presents a formal mathematical expression of ∆ (n) . In order to give a clear illustration of the iteration process and easy understanding for readers, another intermediate matrix F
(n) can be introduced. This method is also a practical way to realize the iteration.
As shown in Fig. 2 , three dimensional matrix F (0) can be deduced from ∆ (0) as
where
, intuitively, we pile up the 8 matrices of F (n−1) or −F (n−1) in three dimensions (3D) and form the new 3D matrix F (n) . The regulation is as follows. The front part and the rear part of the matrix F (n) are clockwise piled up with
, F (n−1) respectively. In Fig. 2 , the front part and the rear part is distinguished by white and gray colors. At last, the front part and the rear part of matrix F (n) are merged into the two dimensional matrix as the following. 
The detailed iteration process is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
For example, when m=0, we get
is available.
where "+" denotes "1" and "−" denotes "−1." According to the iterative rule mentioned above, in the iteration process from ∆ 0) to ∆ (1) , intermediate matrices F (0) and F (1) are involved.
3.2 Construction of Ear ZCZ Sequence Pair with Generator Matrix
In this paper, E(N, M, L) is used to denote the pattern of Ear ZCZ windows. In this symbol, N represents the length of sequence; M stands for the number of sequence pairs in the sequence set; L is the length of Ear ZCZ windows which equals to Ezcz.
. . .
where A (n) i is the matrix with dimension of 1 × 2 2n+m+1 .
The pairs (A
2 n+1 ) and the pairs which are the complementary mates of the former pairs (A
) form a set of sequence pairs. The pattern of Ear ZCZ windows in SACF and SCCF is ). Fig. 4(a) The sequences are illustrated in three parts. S iL and S iR , 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 (N+1) , denote left and right sub-sequences of sequence A (N) i with length of 2 N . After the iteration, the new generated (A
2 N+2 ) is organized as Fig. 4(b) . With the property of complementary sequences, we can clearly see the length of Ear Windows in (A
. Then we confirm that the pattern is E(2 (2n+1) , 2 (n+1) , 2 n ) when m=0, which completes the mathematic induction proof.
With the same method, we can prove the pattern is
Rewrite the matrix ∆ (n) as
where ∆ (n) is partitioned into symmetric left and right parts denoted by 1 × 2 2n+m matrices A
) form a set of sequence pairs. The pattern of Ear ZCZ windows in SACF and SCCF is Divide the matrix ∆ (n) into two symmetric parts, i.e.
R are the left and right half part of
) form a set of sequence pairs. The pattern of Ear ZCZ windows in SACF and SCCF is 
L , we can get the same result. In our algorithm, we use the complementary sequences with kernels of length N=2. However, the complementary sequences with kernels of length N=10 and N=26 can also be used in the similar algorithm to generate the pairs with Ear ZCZ windows.
Application
As mentioned above, with Ear ZCZ windows, the intersymbol interference will be removed completely as well as the multi-user interference. In this section, we give two applications in Direct Spectrum Spread (DSS) and M-ary Modulation
The Application in DSS System
In IEEE802.11b, Barker sequence {1, −1, 1, 1, −1, 1, 1, 1 , −1, −1, −1} is used as PN code in the transmission rate of 1 Mbit/s and 2 Mbit/s. As we know, Barker sequences have low side-lobes, but cannot be zero inter-symbol interference.
Instead of Barker sequence, we can use the sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows. For example, we get E(8, 4, 3) in the construction 3 with m=2, n=1. The details are as the following.
At first, set the seeds as S There are four pairs in this E(8, 4, 3) which can be denoted as {A i1 , A i2 }, i = 1, · · · , 4. We construct the sequences A i1 + jA i2 , where j = √ −1. Then we get
The real parts of aperiodic correlation Re(S i * S j ) are supposed to be SACF(i = j) and SCCF (i j) which are shown in Fig. 5 , where " * " denotes aperiodic correlation.
Therefore, we can transmit 4 bits of the user at the same time. Given the notation {b 1 , b 2 , b 3 , b 4 } as 4 bits of the user, then the transmission symbol is
If the delay due to the multipath is less than length of Ezcz, there will be no inter-symbol interference at all. In our example, Ezcz=3 chips. Then, if maximum multipath delay is less than 3T C , there will be an interference free in the transmission. The T C is the time period of chip.
In addition, we can also distribute S 1 , · · · , S 4 to different users U 1 , · · · , U 4 , so that there will be no multi-user interference as well as the inter-symbol interference. 
The Application in M-ary Modulation
The sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows can also be used in M-ary modulation with interference free of multipath effect.
In simplicity, we re-use the example in the Application 1. The set of user data is {00, 01, 10, 11}, we can use S 1 , · · · , S 4 to represent each code in the set of user data. That can be considered as another version of Q-ary modulation.
In general, if the Ear Pattern is E (N, M, L) , we can construct "M"-ary modulation. The code sequences are interference free if maximum multipath delay is less than LT C , T C is the period of chip. For example, In the construction 1, when m=0, the pattern is E(2 2n+1 , 2 n+1 , 2 n ). So, 2 n+1 − ary is available and interference is wiped off if maximum multipath delay is less than 2 n T C .
Conclusion
In the next generation wireless mobile communications, high transmission rate is the typical requirement. However, due to the multipath effect, the inter-symbol interference and multi-user interference become intolerable with the transmission rate increasing. The traditional CDMA sequences suffer a lot from this issue. In this paper, we present the sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows, which remove the inter-symbol interference and multi-user interference completely. General algorithm is established and discussed. In practice, similar to the search of ZCZ sequences in [4] , we also can fix the number of sequence pairs and search all the suitable sequence length and E ZCZ . For example, if we let M=4, we can find E(4, 4, 1), E(8, 4, 2), E(8, 4, 3), E(16, 4, 7), E(64, 4, 9), · · · . In the applications of DSS system and M-ary modulation, the sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows turned out to be very helpful to mitigate the interference and improve the capability. We concisely illustrate the performance with small examples. Finally, we also want to emphasize that we really can find out a set of sequences with poly-phase and multi-level to form the sequences with Ear ZCZ windows, which is not limited in pairs with 1 and −1. We define this kind of sequence sets in Appendix of this paper. That will be considered as the expansion of the binary pairs.
In general, we can extend the concept of sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows to sequence sets with Ear ZCZ windows in SACF and SCCF. We give the definition as follows.
If P sets of M sequences with length N, defined as
where the sequences S i, j = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , · · · , a N }, a i ∈ {1, −1} satisfies
1) The sum of auto-correlation functions in one set has the Ear ZCZ windows with length L.
2) The sum of cross-correlation function of any two sets has the Ear ZCZ windows with length L.
where the "x" denotes the position with arbitrary value. R S denotes the aperiodic auto-correlation function of sequence S . C (S 1 ,S 2 ) denotes the aperiodic cross-correlation function of sequence S 1 and S 2 .
Then we name it sequence set with Ear ZCZ windows. For convenience, we can also refer it as T-ZCZ (There Zero Correlation Zones) sequence set. When P=1 and M=2, the sequence sets degenerate into sequence pairs with Ear ZCZ windows. Usually, there exists the sequence set with P > M. This property does not hold with the set of complete complementary sequences.
When taking the multi-leveled or poly-phased value, the sequence sets are called multilevel sequence sets or polyphase sequence sets with Ear ZCZ windows respectively. 
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